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Who are we?
,

The Scomo Group

?

?
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Selling new and used machine tools for 35 years for machining and sheet metal working applications, the SCO
one of the leaders in supplying high-tech equipment in France.
Developing from a group of three machine tools sales companies, each with its own strong technical identity,
rebuilding companies, the SCOMO group is now able to offer a comprehensive and wide range of both produc
services.
The group is therefore active:
In the supply of NEW equipment
with world-recognised brands.
Machining equipment:
CNC Turning and Milling for general applications: DOOSAN MACHINE TOOLS
CNC ultra-high technology milling (and turning) solutions: BRETON and MANDELLI
3-dimensional measuring machines: WENZEL
Wire working machines: FANUC FIL
Automation and robotisation solutions: CELLRO and EROWA
Water jet cutting machines: WATERJET
Sheet metal working equipment:
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ADIRA conventional and electric folding presses and guillotine shears
ADIRA laser machines
LISSMAC deburring machines
USEFUL LINKS
CONTACT US
OUR LOCATIONSTerms & cond
Sawing machines: KLAEGER and FMB
In the supply of USED equipment
? About us

for machining and sheet metal working
? the Group
? Our values
In providing
technical support to customers:
? Our expertise
Commissioning

registered office
Scomo
Delivery
? Sitemap
4 Rue Marius Terce , 31300 - Toulouse ( France )
Training etc.
Tel : 05 61 78 85 85
? Notre
charte de confidentialitéfax : 05 61 78 02 11
Maintenance

Preliminary technical studies
Technical support and optimisation
of your
machinery assets
Request
contact
Installation and opening of foreign plants
Plant transfer
With three sites: in Tolouse, the Paris region and Lyon, with a workshop, showroom and offices, the SCOMO
offering its customers a locally-based service.

Our 4,000 m² showroom in Toulouse, combined with those in Lyon (6,000 m²) and Savigny sur Orge in the Pa
means we can offer one of the widest selections of new and used machine tools.

Looking for advice?

After-Sales Service
n° 05 61 78 29 91

assistancesav@scomo.fr
1 dedicated line & 3 assistants After-sales contact I'm selling I'm buying
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